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Dr. E. J. Ross

Debate _Try4)ut

Gives Social
Order Talk

NO. 17

WILSON AUDITORIUM SCENE
OF MASQUE SOCIETY VE·NTURE;
PROBABLE CAST SELECTED

Preliminary tryouts for the
Verkamp Debate will be held
Monday, March 13, at 1:30 in
Room Ten of the Library
Building, it was annowiced
Lecture Under Sponsorship early this week. Members of
the· faculty will serve as
Of Bellarmine Chapel
Bro. O'Connell Dies
judges and Rev. Pa u I J.
Sweeney,
S.
J.,
again
active
Date Is March 14
Bro. Timothy O'Connel died
after a recent illness, is in
at 6 o'clock Thursday morngeneral charge of the tryouts
Dr. Eva J. Ross, author, sociol- as well as the debate itself.
ing. He was born in Ireland
Wilson, Weigel~ Blum, Cahill in
1856. He was twenty-nine Efkeman and Saxton Named
ogist, and educator, will be preIt is believed that the prowhen he entered the novitiate
sented in a lecture on "A Cath- cedure of former years will
Round Out Leads
Business Managers
olic Program "of Renconstructing be followed - that of assignat Florissant on June first,
1885. One of his early apthe Social Order" on the campus ing a debate topic to each of
A week from the .preliminary pointments was to the old
of Xavier University, Tuesday . the candidates a short . time
Selection of Wilson Auditorium
tryouts for the current 'Masque Osage Mission at St. Paul,
evening, March 14.
·for
the site of the 19'39 Masque
before
the
trials,
thereby
per1
production finds a tentative cast Kansas. He spent many years
at St. Ignatius College, and Society's venture, 'Libel", and
The lecture is sponsored by, mitting a brief - preparation named by director. Feldhaus.
Loyola Academy in Chicago, naming of a tentative cast yesBellarmine Chapel of Xavier, I of arguments prior to the acLeading the list 'Of featured and at Marquette University,. terday brought the play into acand is under the chairmanship of tual delivery of the speeches.
t·hespians who will present "Li- Milwaukee. Since 1932 he has tual production as t'he performlived at Xavier University
the Rev. DJ:i. Raymond J. Gray, ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
where he observed his golden ance date looms some six weeks
S. J., professor of history. It will ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
·anniversary in 1935.
off.
be free to the public and will be
presented in the Mary G. Lodge
A~bert W. Efkeman
has . acReading Room of the Library
cepted the position of business
'
"
Building beginning at 8:15 p. m.
manager for the production and
promised a campaign whfoh .will
Father ·Gray called the attenhave the Masque :players pertion of the entire student body of
forming for a capacity audience.
Xavier to the importance· of the - : . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - :
~E Assisting Efkeman is Rathert L.
lecture. He stated that it would
BY QUENT~N. S, ~OLLEY
Saxton. Both men
arts junbe well worth the while of any
We're off! The great Patna
student to hear the talk of Dr. derby has started. · Over one
Plans for applying the sopho- iors.
Ross.
hundred dollars- cash value of
more class' resolution to the ·acAnnouncements were made lby
Miss Ross, one of the promi- prizes. Five dollar prizes to mem· tivity of the rest of the student Louis Feldhaus, assistant iprofesnent British converts to the ber selling most Derby books in ·
·body ·were diScussed by the sor ·of English and director df
Cathoiic faith in recent years, is each class. One thousand. dollars
members of the Student Council, the ·soci~ty. Wilson Auditorium
a Scotswoman in her early tfiir- goal of sodality. Inspect the port-· F..
· Mo.nday.
· is ·among the mo.st modern in the
ties. She ·holds an economics de- able typewriter, the zenith radio,
.f. .One of .the ideas suggested was city and is !frequently termed one
gree from the UniversitY. of Lon: th~· wrist.-w~tch and the_ "genu~. ·
· Hilit ·each student was. to be giv- of·the 1best adapted t9 _st;a,oge_pro-:d-0n,- ·a · Master ·Of Arts degree wine'; leopard skin direct from a
- en three or four tickets to sell. dtictfon.
It is located <>n Cliffrom St. ·Louis University; and a self-sacrificing animal in India.
-In this manner sufficient funds ton Avenue, sou1Jh 'Of Burnet
Doctor of Philosophy·degree from Then procure a couple books and
could ·be raised t-0 get at least a Woods.
Yale University.
join the big race.
RAYMOND WILSON "
good start on the StudentLounge;
Capacity of the theater is in
'She is also an Associate MemLast year we went over the Portrays the Defense Attorney and' the play could be run for tWo the neighborhood "()f 1100, it .is
ber of the Chartered Institute of top.1 B Ut ·th'lS year ,S race lS
· go- bel" .._
nights.
reported. .If tihe usual price of
C" ·
f
di
·Secretaries of London whose ing to make last year's ngures .
co a
mcmna ~ .au ence
The Business staff working for tickets whi<:h ·has .been obseI"Ved
membership :qualification is the look sick. .Xavier's traditional about th~ end of Aipr1l IS one. of the Masque Society's production Jn the 1Past is maintained this
passing of an advanced examin- skin game will go to bat without last years .leads and a supporti.ng of "Libel" was to be approached year it would.·be ipossiible to real-'
ation in economics, .accounting, the help of the fair sex Fr. Ma- .group of newc?111ers to Xavier and the plans were to. be iormu- ize ·enough ·.profit on the iproducand corporation law, together honey announced. Last year Our dramatcs.
Irvm Beumer, ·com- lated more definitely, said coun- tin tci permit the tfurniShing -0f a
with isix years experience in re- Lady of Cincinnati, Mt. St. Jo- merce sophomore, ·~hose ca'J?a!b~e cil President, Paul A. Gallagher. Student Lounge, following the
sponsible positions with incor- seph Sacred Heart Acadeiny, .portrayal of the police captain m
.. .
plan iproposed ·by Dean Ben8on
por.ated companies.
and ' Xavier Evening Division l~st -~~ori(s "Racket" :revealed
Jo~ph A. Glad~totene, 'JUnbior· last week it was pointed <>Ut by
.
h ab1hty m the •field returns to president and corrumt e mem er St d t. C.
·1 ff' . ,_
A
. s ear1Y as 192 5, M iss ·Ross, supported the raffle with their is . ,
,
'
in .charge of the proposed ping- ' u en
oun,c1 o ie1a....,,.
secretary and staff manager of prizes and salesmanship. "Con- handle the central charac~er .of pong tournament, said .that there 'Tfoket sales_ are. scheduled to
the newly opened chief Euro- centrate on selling the books. in- the current .play.
He will fill was possibility of a trophy being begfo shortly, . according to the
pean Qffice in London of Moody's stead of selling _yourself to .the ~he role -Of ~r Mark ~oddon, iwh.o given to the winner of the event. business staff, wh~ ,plan to enlist
Investors :service. John Moody, fair· sex" we are advised Girls is a man mvolved. m a lawsuit The trophy, he said, was to be tihe support of all' ~aivier organ:..
head ·of ·the service, is also a we'll miss _you but order~ is or- with a new~aper, sui?g it fur .a donation, but who was to .give izations, campus,. graduate, and
(Continued on Page .3)
(Continued .on Page 5)
the alleged lrbel ·of. castmg 1doubt it, was not divulged.
(Continued on Page '5)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - · - - - - - o n his identity..
The .par.t of the neiwspaper's
attorney, reportedly .one of the
heavy characters, has fbeen assigned to Raymond Weigel,
sophmnore, with Raymond Wilson, junior arts student, opposthat the results were·-exceedingly ing him as the attorney for -t·he
Two major projects were out- Louis Tuke, Mrs. J. T ..Clear,
· Section C Wins With 'Score satisfactory.
defence.
lined this week for the attention Mrs. W. J. F. Roll, Mrs.' John
'.Dhe 12:~0 section rwas l'Unner·Robert Cahill a·nd William of members of the Xavier Uni- Feck, Mrs. A. C. Elsaesser, Mrs.
Of 93. 7 Points
up, and consisted of' J. w: Ral- Blum •are cast in :the characters versity Dads Club by Nicholas J. J~ J. Schmidt, and Mrs. Vincent
stin, •chief of section; ·H. J. Nie- of James Winterton, Sir Mark's Janson, President.
. H. Beckman.
!
The annual .. Fr~hman .gun- man, gunner; R. H. Jansing, No. brother-in-law, and the presidThe first of these is the Dnext ·Bingo and cards will be the
squad comipetition 1s over, and l; E. L. Watrin, No. 2 ; A. B. Von ing judge, respectively.
:egular meeting of the : ads principal entertainment' at the
as is usually .the. case, tne .best Holle, No. S; . E. Payne, !No. 4 ; 'The supporting cast'.is made up Club, to be held Monday, March "dad and mother" meeting, acteam won. Section C, the 11:30 E. E. Hahn, No .. 5. Their score of Donald Middendorf and James 20, in the Biology Building on cording to the plans now under
class, was declared the winner was 90 .4 .
Patton of last years play, and the the Avondale i:ampus.
way. The· entire first floor of the
by Captain ·George E. Wrockloff,
The winning squad will ibe d'ramat1c novices Harry; Washer,
It 'will be "ladies night" ac- Biology Building · will be util.assistant Professor of !Military
cording to · the unanimous vote ized 'for the various ent~rtainawarded medals at some suitable Vincent Linz, Frank Hoenmey~r,
Science and Ta1!tics. The .squad ceremony in the future, Captain Walter Deye, William Everett, of the Club members at their last ment features.
consists.of: W. :P. Overbeck, chief Wrockloff said. ·
and James Centner.
meeting. when the Pistol Range
The second Dads aClub event
.of 'Section; ,.J. F. Ackerman, - gunAccordin~ to Feldhaus, there was dedicated.·
now occupying the attention of
ner; J. :S. Tepe, !No. l; iD. :A.
.AJso Competed
remain
few parts'to ·be cast in
Adam F. Meyer, chairman of the members is the long~post-•
ODowd, No. :2; :J. V .. Kettas, No.
In the 8:30 section, Chief of the near future.
the permanent entertainment paned skating party now defi3; .J.. J. Singer, No. 4; and J ..H. section, .J. R. Comstock; gunner,
Renearsals will begin immedi- committee, has. been placed in nitely set for Monday, Apri1",17",
Murray, .No. :5.
'The ·score •of I. R. Young; No~ 1, / · .if>. ·v.i.Ss- ateJy, with two each week for a charge of the "Ladies·· Night" at the · Sefferino Rollerdrome.
this 'Winning:sectfon ·was 93.7 out man; No. -2, J. P. Meiners; ·No. 3, start, iworking into three in• final program.
Mrs. Adam· Meyer The entire university and its orof a ;possible 100, with -the time C J. Foote; No. 4; . A. D. Sandy; days of ipreparation.
has been -. designated chairman ganizations will ·be invited to
·considered.
.
·
'No. 5, J. Norton.
·
· of the ladies .reception commit- participate in . this. affair, proThe .. examination :consisted of
In the 9:30 scciion,·c.·s;;'H1 E.
: ·
tee of which ·the .members will ceeds of which wUI be devoted
·problems in .measuring the ·site, ·uehlein;· gunner, I. P/Slattery;
SI.LENT, SISTER
be the wives .of members of the to some import~nt. project.
minimum .wrige,. minim.um ele;. No. 1, B. E. Robben; ·No. 2,·R. N.
··
Dads· Club aoard of Direct-0rs.
Charles· H. Groene is 'Skating
Gaies'i'N".0. 4, ·-"'Ohio' Wesleyan's .first I~ They are as follows: ·Mrs, ?iich;. party - 'chairrr.i~n;' He: w~ll ·aii•vatron. Tefertlng :the pieces, two Clark;"NQ.\3,
:firing"1>rdbtenB, >and march or-· H. T. Dempse:r,;. ~~· 15, .E.1°P :'K.rel~; nev~r -spoke fu ·Ola.ts •.during. 'her o1as Janson', Mrs." Raymond Wil- point· h~ co~ittee o( 25 -~em1·
der.'" ·Oliptaln Wrockl'off .sta~ :mer.
· son, ··Mrs. J. B. Moorman, !Mrs. hers this week.
'
· '
' ·undergraduate .<iaret!r'. · · ,
I
.

Beumer Named To
. Leading ·:Role·

Student Lounge To
Get Profi·t

I

Post-Time 0.f
Patna Derby
Is Awaited

·f·R~Es·H.MA·N

Wl:NN.E·RS

COUNCIL TAKES

UP AIMS OF
S 0 -p H 0 M 0
S

G·u-N ·sQ'UA·o

Ladies-,Night1 Skate Are
.Out:line.d· By .Dads Clu:b

A~N;NQU·NCE:D

a

w:·A.

are
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By Raymond J. Jf/ilson

·~~~

the deleted editorial had commented on
the content of the deleted article in the
FAMILIAR E'A:CES BOB UP
University of Cincinnati News-Record.
Associated Colleeiate Press
AND DOWN IN FLORIDA
It's ghostly. 'Maybe we should have left
Distributor of
-from the Society Page, N. Y. News. this space blank in comment.
If you society reporters would sto'p
" • * " •
Collee>iate Dioosf
drinking those Daquiris those things Come SevenAltPn&9KNTf.:D ll'OR NATIONAL ADVEATISINO BY
wouldn't happen.
National Advertising Service, Inc.
DICE PLAYERS SHOOT;
Collt!ge Publishers RePresenlali.11a
* *
ROUT BANDITS; KILL ONE
420'MADl90N AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Sign Of Sp1·ingCHICAGO • BOSTON • Los AHGILll • SA" FRANCISCO
-from the Enquirer.
RoMANoE OF GOLF
The bandits didn't; the dice were loadEditor ................ WM..J. F. ,ROLL, JR. Feature Editor ...... JAMES L. CENTNER
COURSE REVEALED
ed.
Bus. Mgr..................... ROBERT S. KOCH Copy Editors-Lawrence Helm, John E. Smith.
-from the Times-Star.
* "' * • *
Sports Asslstnnts-Robert Cnltlll, Ed \Vlllenborg,
•Managing Editor ........ ROBT. G. KISSEL
Brinn Flnnngan, l\Inrtln Ankenbruck,
It probably fell in love with a baseball Ecclesiastical EnthusiasmNews Editor ·............ LOUIS B. JURGENS Business Asslstants-Jnck Schuh. Robert
Fox. diamond.
1
Listen to
Reporters-Joseph Klingenberg, Frank Niesen,
*
Sports Editor ........................ HAL RITZIE ·
Quentin Holley, Walter Deyo.
THE CATHOLIC HOUR
EctoplasmicEvery Sunday
FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1939
The comment of the Times-Star on the
wow
"deleted
editorial"
in
the
News
last
week
-from
the Creightonian.
because they do not believe in re.strain·
The Man MannYou mean "Amen."
ing t)leir appetites, which happen to run was really very funny. It suggested that
UNDER the same hysterical au.spices, toward violence and bloody fun, the Ma·
and at the same Auditorium in which drid Government cannot cease from cutBy Frank l. Luken
his daughter Erica la.st month pleaded, ting, shooting, and burning even as they
.and ·collected $500 for red Spain, Thom- run from the overtaking opposition.
as Mann will talk Monday.
collections from the security taxes, ,and
A picture which goes quite beyond ·the Social lnsecu,.ityWhat is to be thought of this Mann?
the government will face the problem of
asininity of surrealism is the struggle of
America-Jesuit weekly for March 26, the Spanish anarchist element with the TO attack a pension plan i~, for most making good its own I. 0. U.'s in the
1938, on page 507, says of "Joseph in Communists over the so-called governpoliticians, political suicide.
The alleged reserve. This mea~s, practically
"Egypt", Mr. Mann's supposedly best lit- mental authority within the last few reason for this fear is that the public speaking, that the people in 1980 will
erary work:
square inches remaining to the Madrid mind has unconsciously assaciated oppo- have to pay all over again to replace the
"It is wrong and harmful in content and Government _ when by the definition sition to any pension with opposition to fictitious "reserve" that never existed.
suggestion.
It is philosophically shal- of terms they do not believe in govern- social reform. The up·
Simply put, the social security money is
'low and it reeks of sin.
The whole mental authority.
shot of this fear of the
now 'being used for other current purpension-advocate's balsecond volume ... is the minute study of
poses and cannot be recreated in 1980 by
.The grief attendant upon enlisting the lot is the adoption of
sexual seduction.
He is not the Joseph
producing bonds. '
of Genesis, . . . he walks wide-eyed and aid of Communistic forces is here thrown an ill-advised national
A Compal'isonkeen into the occasion of sin.
He into high, high relief. With the conflict pensi9n scheme under
at
an
obvious
end,
the
native
Spanish
the
title
of
the
Social
The crux of the matter is that the seemerges from t'he debasing encounter
curity reserve collections cannot be
with the open rottenness and lascivious· element have a strong desire to make Security Act.
'the be.st possible peace with their betters
As John T. Flynn in
"saved" by' substituting a lot of bonds for
ness of Potiphar's wife anything but a
in philosophy and arms, but the Com- the February issue of
the hard ca.sh collected. ' Suppose, says
bero and a servant of God.
Readers
Flynn, you saved ten dollars a week and
and critics might pass ·over (Mr. Mann's) munists who have been disguised as Harper's points out, the
their allies, having nothing of their own Old Age Benefit Plan
' in a box marked "Reserve." In
put 'it
evolution bias and his belittling of free
at
stake,
are
biting
them
from
the
back
for
those
who
have
not
yet
reached
the
ten
years if you lent your re.serve to
will and his tongue in cheek respect for
the God of the Hebrews, but they. will as they run, in the manner of the wolves retirement age (65) is simply a fraudu- .another as it accumulated, you would
lent .scheme to create a fictitious "re- have approximately $8000 with accrued
not stomac'h the revolting. descriptions of their native Russia.
x
serve" of 47 billions in 1980 when pen- interest in justified claims. But suppose
of mental and physical ·processes that
sion ·payments should reach their regu- yo,u lent it to yourself periodically and
prepare for adultery.
Apart from re- Musketeel' Spfrit-In his article "The Social put in the "Re.serve" box an I. 0. U.
ligion and convention, there is a fundaHiE spirit of the Musketeer was greatly ar volume,
mental decency that prompts reticence
accentuated· Saturday, when the resi- Security 'Reserve' Swindle," Flynn points each time and bound yourself to pay six
on matters flatly voluptuous., Mr. Mann dents of Elet Hali responded to the man out that such a reserve will not and can- p~r ·cent interest. At the end of ten
not exist and the people of 1980 are go- ye'ars, supposing you have borrowed all
scorns such reticence.
He wants his
ing to discover that they will make pen- the money, you will find 'not $8000, but
realism and believes in realistic portray- to a call for help.
Dr. Wesley L._.Furste,, team physician, sion payments, not' from the Social Se- $8000 in I. 0. U.'s or claims on yourself.
als of facts as he sees -them.
He sees
·flowers and perfumes and gold ~n Egypt. who has given his medical services free curity,taxes collected since 1938, but 'from And being claims on yourself they must
be paid out of your earnings.
He sees al.so dirt and mud and scum. to the athletic department for a long sue· current taxes in 1980.
The Social Security 1Board is a governThe Social Security fund in 1980 will
HIS SEX.ffi.IDDEIN SECOND VOLUME cession of years, was in need of blood
IS SOUM."~R. J. Mcinnis, America re- donors at the Good Samaritan Hospital. ment-operated insurance company. But be simply a government book-keeping
Word reached the dormitory and vol- it is al.so a department of j;he federal entry. And if the benefits are to 'be paid,
viewer.
Mr. Mann has some economic views. unteers were sought. So numerous we~e government. Therefore when the Treas- someone must pay them. Current taxes
The Catholic World for March, 1939, the answers to the call that some had to ry "borrows" the social security funds or further bond issues (which will only
page 702, says of his political and eco- be left behind, even after the two rri'a'- from the Board, and presents bonds in move the .burden onto some more remote
'
return, it is in reality borrowing from generation than that of 1980) are the
nomic ideas: "Professor Harold J. Laski chine trips over.
Such prompt and unselfish heed to the itself and depositing its own I. 0. U.'s ·only means that can be employed. The
of the University of ·London, LlKE DR.
, THOMAS MANN OF GER'MiANY, is one summons of distress is worthy of any ('bonds) in the fund of the Security Board only sane method of building up a reof those Europeans who come here reg- man's praise and commendation. Truly, to create the "reserve" that does not ex- serve either in the case of an individual
ularly on lecture trips to whip them- the "one for all, all for one" motto does ist. When the day of reckoning arrives or in that of a government is still a pay.in 1980, security payments will exceed '1s-you-go method.
.
selves into a lather over the 'abdication have an active place at Xavier.
of the democracies' before Nazi Germany, but who never open their mouths
By Jim Patton
a sixteenfu of an inch over the 'abdication' of the democracies before Soviet
.New month but not a lot of new loves man's league. Not counting a bit of DEPARTMENT: Dear, dear young ladies;
Russia-France going so far as to make
for the Xonier lads . . . unless one side-wheelings the kid g.ot in at the It wasn't' "Going," it 'was "Speeding,"
a military alliance with Communist Ruscares to make a note of · the fact that Goofy Hour last SaturA. M. Birdy Neary and it wasn't through a "red light," it
sia.'' ·
Ben de Casseres, writer on the New Joe Gladstone was Saturday-afternooning did his butterflying with one of those was only a "Stop sign.''· Love, 'but no
York .Tournal and American as also the with Julie and Sunday-nighting with Indiana co-eds, and I dode bead the kide kisses, me!
,you ged' id your doze, either.
THESIS
Washington, Herald, says in . his column Ruth . . . on the Anniversary of their F'ffiST
That reminds us of the head on the I think that I shall never see
Feb. 8, 1939:
Xavier-Toledo game story in Toledo's A poem or tree as bad as thee
''The forces that worik, some silently, DATE! Red c'ahill was·
school paper, wherein the lads from up Thou tattered, hacked, monstrosity.
some openly, to ·destroy our institutions all a-twitter at the first
there were referred to as the "Travel- Mere men couldn't do what you've done
are communismm, fascism, naziism and reading-over of "Libel"
Worn Rockets.'' Undoubtedly . . . they
to me!
WHAT THOMAS MANN CAL'US ·so- last week-end, mostly
traveled all over the floor in an attempt
'(P. S. Or I to you.)
CIAiLIZED DEMOCRIACY', a collectivist on accounta he was due
to keep up with Neary & Co.
This writer has been requested to ,inand 1un-Amerfoan doctrine that he came at Del's ~nd then. out to
What's all this business about Bill sert the following and to handle any reto America to expound to us both by Harrison for PooAlla·
Phoo's skating party
Rielly drawing a blank over on Burch plies that may be forthcoming:
word of mouth and by his pen."
. . . for which Alby
Avenue, but making some sort of a pilWA!NTIDD: Two (2) nifty dates. We
Schmerge and Rita
grimage to Williamsburg (?) the night are of age, white, uninhibited, and sen., Death From Withinwere in plenty of time. Even Junior after Abrams and Bruder trekked on up iors. Redheads need not apply, as we
l'°PPING all fictional attempts at hor- Droege was thar, and palpitating for Pat, there with Jean and Margo for an eve- know when we are well off.
·
ror is the current denoument of the at that!
ning of funsky? Joe Sweeney was doing
:Signed,
All Alone and Lonely.
. sPanish drama. ' With Franco overw'e hear from Our West Coast corre- a hit of courtin' right out in public down
This column would like to make a
whelmingly victorious, (as the world spondent (Fan Mag) that Gene Krupa, at Ye Goofy last Sadday . . . and Jerry guess that a fair-to-middlin' country resuspected he would b~, all along) the Dean of Detonating Drum-drums, is about Quinlan was doing his best to make a bit porter could have worked up a pretty
defeated "Loyalists," who have. always to go to. work in a picture tentatively of time with Maryk on accounta it was good feature story on the thirty-some
been interesting because· of. their hete- titled "Some Like It Hot." We're warn- the first time in a long while that Jawn dorm boys who, ,learning of Doc Furste's
rogenious personnel, their amazing press ing .you, Krupa!
. .
Sweeney wasn't right there to keep track need of a blood transfusion, scooted over
releases, and their immeasurable stubPappy Carroll isn't letting any fungi of. things . . .
·
to see what Elet Hall, "an incidental part
bornness, are writhing in the. torture of accumulate 'beneath his: social No. 12's
LETTERS TO. THE CONDUCTORS OF of the college" (I'm quoti~g) could do
ac'ute internal afflictions.
·
·
now tllat the ball-in-the~bu~ket .campa,ign 'IUIAT COLVMN · ~O · DIDN~T GET about it..... and Jock O'Neill was the ...
Having acquired. the habit of fighting,. is ended. · ',i'hree-for·tw<>' isn't lbad in any_ '11HE :OO:PE ON PA.'!TON STRAIGHT lucky, guy/ . . . Now for that thesli!
1938
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[THE HOLE TRUTH?-

against foreign invasion. ·If we
make ourselves responsible for
their rights, we must in justice
see that they respect the rights
of others. We can never accomplish this by "Watching and
Waiting."
Take Issue
We cannot afford to sit idly
by while a hot bed of Communism, with all the horrors that go
with it, exists at our back door.
If we are to maintain our Uberties, we must ever be 011 the
alert.
The Melico that has
granted an asylum to Trotsky,
the arch-fiend of Russia, the
murderer of millions, is no
friend of freedom. Are we to
wait until the Mexicans put into execution the ideas of this
sinister teacher? . Already her
actions have strained her relations with Great Britain. If we
are sincere in our wish to avoid
war, we must remove the causes
of war. If we do not want Communism, or any other form of
dictatorship in our country, we
must abandon the idle slogan <>f
"Watchful Waiting."

the
reader
writes
--------------------------...:
Editor The News:

Dr. E. J. Ross
Gives Social
Order Talk
(Continued from Page 1)
prominent convert to the Catholic faith.
Ot the beginning of 1928, Miss
Ross left Moody's to become the
head of the Information Department of the Dillon Read Investment Bank in Paris.
In 1930, Miss Ross came to the
United States and in addition to
studying here for graduate degrees has taught at Nazareth
College, Nazareth, Mich., and at
Albertus College, New Haven,
Conn.

Why not a tennis team? Often
I have wondered that since Xavier is fortunate enough to possess five tennis courts of superior quality and most of the student body endulges in the game
of tennis, why isn't there a tennis squad at Xavier?
There ·are many fellows who
dislike the punishment of football and 1boxing, haven't the
ability to compete in ·varsity n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I'!
b ask e t b a 11, and , haven't the
money to play golf but yet are
rather expert in the game of
1
tennis. Can't these students be
FOOD SHOPPE
given a chance to show their
particular brand of athletic abilREADING RD.
ity as well as those who can run
Marion Ave.
opp.
and pass with a football or put
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; a ball through a hoop with conMeals - Sandwiches
sistency?
The idea of a tennis' team at XaAnd Drinks
vier is not a new one, for there
have been tennis teams ·here in ..............................................................!
the past '. and good ones too.
'Probably the greatest expense
would be the cost of balls. Other
than that there would be no expense for equipment, as each
College Heads, Movie player furnishes his own racThe expense of traveling
Stars Among Friends quet.
to other local schools for match1914DANA AVE.
es would not be prohibitive.
Let's all get behind this idea and
BY FRANK NIESEN
Old Dan Sullivan has gone to push it so that a new phase of
GOOD EATS
meet his· Maker. His official athletics will be created at XaREFRESHING DRINKS
titled was janitor at St. Xavier vier.
High, but to all who knew him
B. F.
he was more than just that; he ·
was a friend of the faculty an.d Editor The News:
·························································~
1;:·
all the students. Dan held a po- ·
"They keep blowing the sails
sition that cannot be filled by but they never move the ship."
another janitor, cannot be taken
I
So speaks a prominent junior of
by anyone, for there was no one Xavier University. He is re- PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER
quite like hin{.
ferring to our decadent sodality 3-8 x 10 Quality Portraits
For forty years he swept and
with a great deal of truth. Falshined in the old ·building on len from last · year's greatness,
Mounted in Beautiful
Sycamore Street which former- when the sodality boasted the
Folders for Only $5.00
ly was both high school and col- largest organization in the hislege. Always proud of his work, tory of the university with over : N. E. Corner Seventh & Vine
he made hundreds of friends four hundred students enrolled, Phone PA. 2277 Cincinnati
among the students and faculty. the sodality now. has scarcely
Some are now great, some hum- twenty members. These twenty ir.t..-,,,::::,.::::,.::,.:=,.,::::,.::::.,:=::H""H•::::H::::H'=::H=H•=H=H:=::H=m::::H=H=ao=u•=H=H~Oo~UO=•-'
ble, but no matter how high they
do not, with few ex- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - climbed the ladder of fame, they members
ceptions, represent the cream of
never forgot "Old Dan."
We Are Proud
Xavier. Incidently, you do not
· Friend Of Jim Tully
belong to the sodality if you
That We Alone
Jim Tully, Hollywood writer have missed two meetings in
and reporter, remembered this succession.
Can Really Trim
man with whom he worked at
Many upperclassmen, knowing
A. Musketeer.
o·ne time at Xavier. It was Dan's the traditions of ·the school and
fondest delight to show the pic- close to her spirit, are anxious
ture of Jim Tully and Charlie to join. The only determent is Julius Lohr, B.S.P.
Chaplin, autographed by Jim in the time of the meetings. MiliFavorite Barber of the <lamp1111
these words: "To my dear friend, tary classes are held at this time.
Dan Sullivan." He was visited So the upperclassmen have ·either
3757 MONTGOMERY RD.
by Barbara Stanwyck at the the choice of attending the meetsuggestion of Tully in April, ing or taking a cut. The sodal1933. Walter Connolly, Xavier ity is the loser.
Alumnus, and Hollywood and
This is clearly demonstrated
~ AVon 3116
Broadway star, claimed he and in their active but ineffective
Phones 1 AVon 6480
Dan to be the best· of friends.
meetings·as reported tome. WithIt was Dan who in his old age out the aid of older and steadier
was remembered by many heads they show only sporadic
THE J. H. FIELMAN
priests throughout the province. action.
The sodalists discuss
DAIRY CO.
He was constantly remembered prospective business in a manby such leading administrators ner reminiscent of high school
High Grade Dairy Products
as the Rev. Samuel Knox Wil- days. They scarcely make a
son, S. J., president of Loyola decision. They're afraid of their
University, /Chicago, ·~and the shadow. The blame for this la·
2419 Vine Street
Rev. iBenedict R<>dman, former mentable condition lies in the
president of John Carroll Uni- exclusive type of membership.
versity, Cleveland.
Now to get down to remedyIn the eyes of Rev. J. P. Mc- ing this degenerate condition.
Nichols, deceased president of First, change the · time of the
Know the Best
Detroit University, nothing was meetings - so that the now ex·
too good for Dan. His friendship elusive membership is open to
DAN~
for him was so great that he the whole school. Then re-hold
drove to Cincinnati from Detroit the- farcical election (they had
and returned so that he could no one to elect). The influx of
. A. Complete
give Dan a vacation.
new blood will rejuvenate the
Although Dan has left us, the dead corpse that is now the
Dry Cleaning Service
memory ·of him will remain in blight on the campus. The Patthe hearts and minds of all the na Drive will go over with a 1621 Dana.· • MEirose 2200
men at Xavier that ever ~ bang.
him.
, ..
Q. H.

I

MARION

"Old Dan"

ts

d
- Joe Swit•vle

HMM ... MUST'VE WRITTEN THIS WITH A SCISSORS.

Asks That U. S. Drop

Ends Forty
Years'Work

Moo1.•meier's

DAIRY BAR

Watchful- Waiting Idea:....----BY JAMES L. CENTNER
In the entire ·history of the
United States, there is no more
unsatisfactory chapter than that
treating of our relations with
Mexico. It is a country with
which, eifuer fr<>m a want of
sympathy or understanding, or
from a deep-founded prejudicereligious or racial - we hav~
never been able to arrive at
whole-hear t e d understanding.
Underlyjng the diplomacy of
both nations there has been an
undercurrent of suspicion and, at
times a contemipt which precludes real •friendship.

Mexican War
we need go .back no farther
than the Mexican war for the
real cause of much of the feeling against us. It is true that in
our own ·country there were
many who believed that the war
on Mexico was an unjustified attack on a weaker nation. It is
natural to assume that the Mexicans would be suspicious of a
neighbor who had taken away
almost one million square miles
of territory. In more recent
times, during the long administration of Porfirio Diaz, who
ruled with an iron hand, our relations were more 'peaceful.
Chaos fo'llowed his downfall in
1911. Revolution followed revolution in quick succession; unprincipled leaders took the reins
of Government for their own
enrkhment; might was the only
test for office, and fear and ter·
rorism their means of retaining
control.
"Tamplco AJfair''
lt was during this period that
President Wilson collied the well
known 'Phrase "W AT OH FU L.
WAITING" and thereby gave
rise to a policy in our diplomacy with Mexico, from the ef·
fects of which we· still suffer.
While it is true that a few rigorous steps were taken by the
U. S. Government after the
"Tampico affair" and the attack
by Villa on Columbus, New
'Mexico, it is also true that they
were not followed up by a firm
policy. demanding that rights of
American citizens must be re-

spected.
The Pershing expedition had
little permanent effect on the
Mexican Government since that
government itself was not peri:na?ent. The overwhelming ma·
JOrity of the people were and
are now, peaceful and law-abiding.
Government · alone has
been in the hands of the unscrupulous.
Expropriation .
This was true up to the time
of the world war. But what followed beggars des c r i p ti o n.
Adopting the policies and methods of the Red terrorists of Rus·
sia, the atheistic leaders took up
the persecution of the churches
in earnest. The churches were
closed and the treasures ·accuni·
ulate~ over the ce~turies w~re
or exiled and the soil of ilVIe~1co
stolen by t~e leaders .. The. B1shops and .Priests were imp~1soned
was agam drenched v:1th the
blood of Martyrs. Nothing was
left undone to make Mexico
godless.
More recently, the farm lands
owned ·by foreigners were seized-"expropriated" by the government, without payment to the
owners and only in the past
year, all oil lands ibel<>nging to
British and Americans were
treated in the same· manner.
Wave Monroe Doctrine
Blameworthy as those actions
of the Mexican leaders are, our
own Statesmen must take a big
share of the guilt. If, at the outset, a firm stand had been taken
and maintained ·by our Government-if but one of our Presidents had had the courage to
protest vigorously against religious persecution in Mexico, as
has been done in the case of
similar outrages in Germany-if,
instead of waving the Monroe
Doctrine in the faces of European
Nations whose rights, together
with our own have been denied
we had insisted on those rights
being respected, there would be
no Mexican question today.
The understanding of the
Monroe Doctrine is that we
guarantee the territorial integrity
of all the American Republics
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News Sports . Staff
Plans To Promote Spring
Intramural Schedule

TELLS ALL
The question has arisen innumerable times as to whether or not Cl~m Crowe would
remain at Xavier as head
football and basketball coach
of the Musketeers. To end all
speculation of this issue Clem

Gridders Turn
011t For
BY HAL RITZIE
Members of the Sports Staff Spring Practice
of the Xavier University News
in a meeting held last" Tuesday
afternoon planned to offer their
Over sixty football · players
services to the Student Council turned up for this years spring
in the promotion of a variety of practice. The field house was
intramural events to be held this gay with the sound of many
Spring.·
voices, yelling for shoes, socks,
A schedule of events would or other equipment which
include an intramural softball Messrs.' Gallagher, Heilker, or
league, a track meet, a swim- Rodenfels had forgotten to hand
ming meet, a tennis tournament out.
and a horseshoe pitching tourn-\ Many groans and sighs were'
ament.
heard as it was announced that
practice would be held outdoors.
Intramural Week
So clad in football togs, they unA series of athletic activities happily treaded their way to the
was suggested for the month of chilly outdoors, where they were
April with a grand climax sched- lead through rather easy first
uled for the entire first week of day drills by Head Coach Clem
May, similar to the intramural Crowe and assistants Kenny
week attempted last Spring.
Jordon and Leo Sack.
The plan last year to confine Clem Comments
intramurals to one brimful week
Most of the backfield practice
of tennis, golf, indoor, swimwas
spent in showing the backming and track met with defeat
due to bad weather· and insuffi- field backs how to handle themcient organization by. the Stu- selves. Pointers on how to avoid
giving away the play by pointdent Council.
ing and leaning were given to
The Sports Staff will ask the the green ones by the more ex- ,
Council to be appointed as di- ·perienced upper-classmen. The
.'.rectors of intramural.s, to arrange linemen spent most of the time
· !7~}d promote intramural sched- in exercises getting_ ·them ready
,,Jles. and to officiate at the tour- for the hard work which they
ne~s.
.
must endure.
Coach Clem Crowe, when
Track Featured
As a special feature of home asked to comment on the squad,
baseball games this Spring, it said, "They look awfully green
was proposed that intramural and out of practice. Looks as
track events be held preceding thought it'll take until Comthe games. All freshman and mencement to whip them into
sophomore track aspirants who shape."
w-0uld lbe interested in running
on a Xavier track team next Grid Schedule For
year in intercollegiate competition will be asked to participate. 1939 Completed
(Continued on Page, 5)

Organi~e

Varsity Te~1nis

'
The 1939 Musketeer
football
schedule has been completed
with the addition of Tennessee
Tech of Coleville, Tennessee.
The game will be played on the
night of October 6th, and should
be one of the high points of the
season as Clem Crowe, Xavier
Athletic i director, rates the
Southern team in. -~h_e .same class
as Georgia Tech.
The complete 1939 footJball
schedule is:
September 30th - St. Mary's
College (Here).
October 6th - Tennessee Tech
(Here).
October 14th - St. Vincent's
College (There).
.October 20th - Ohio University (Here).
October 28th-U. of Kentucky
(Here).
November 4th - St. Joseph's
College (There).
Novembei· 11th-Dayton University (Here).
· November 18th-Marshall College (Here).
N
b
30th
University
f
Tov
emd
er(H
)
o
o1e o · ere .

According .fo Paul .Siegel, former Xa~ier High tennis Captain,
an attempt is being made to organize a Varsity tennis team.
Plans have not been definitely
f~rmulated, but according to
Siegel, .a great n.umber of students have expressed an interest
in this idea and will ask the authorities for their approval.
A number. of schools in the
vicinity have tennis teams assuring keen competition if a team
is organized.
Good Prospects
A number of experienced players is enrolled here at Xavier,
making a successful team almost
a surety, Siegel said.
dd"f
t s·
I t
f
,I n a 1 ion. ? iege w~ ormer Purcell High stars will be
available for competition., "Andy"
Anderson sophomore, a member
of Purcell's team. of '35, and Tom
Payne freshman, and captain of Ernie Misses
the '37 team. Both ar.e players
Ernie Lombardi, now with
of exceptional talent. ·
Cin<:innati in his eigb.th major
A call for candidatf:.5:_',will be league season, ·missed the 100
posted if definite arrangements. mark only in hi.s fiTSt season
are made, arid the coul'ts are· pu~ Iwith· ·fhe Brooklyn Dodgers when
in condition.
:;J he played in 73 contests.
0

I

R11mol's flyi11g al'o1111d the cam·
p11s last week that Notre Dame
would fill 011r o pe11 football date,
have fa/le11 to t/Je g1·01md wit/J tlie
a111101111ced bookill!{ of Te1111essee.
0 whe11 will tlie Irish t11ssle with
tl1e frisli?

CROWE

Offers Services
To Student Council

To

S
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Students Try

T~

COACH CLEM CROWE,
Has Coached Xavier Teams
For Past Six Years.
was approached on this sub. ject and asked to make a
statement.··
In his statement Mr. Crowe
said that he had 0 no written
contract with the school for
his services, but that the
agreement he had was merely• a verbal understanding
from year to year. !He said
further that all was' in accord
between him and the authorities, intimating that his position was entirely satisfactory
to him ·and that he was contemplating no change at the
present.
Coach Crowe hopes that this
statement will end all controversy on this point, and perhaps lead to a greater concentration on backing the teams
in the coming campaigns.

Baseball Squad
Begins 'Sprhig
Practice

Baseball practice started Monday with a goodly number of
candidates for the first day. The
practice was held in !the field
house, where all .practices will
be held until the field dries ·off.
Coach Tony Comella ur.ges all
those who have baseball ability
and exiperience to report down in
the field !house immediately as
there are several posts .for which
there are not even candidates as
yet.
Comello hopes to have a
squad of thirty to lead through
the current season.
Scheduled Season
With the first scheduled season
in .five years, the Muskie ibatmen
will be out to defeat ea·ch of the
five foes facing them this year.
Last year, while Tony was priming his sqµad for this year, the
Blue and White had a highly
successful season, ibeing defeated
but once and winning over the
highly touted Miami outfit,
Champions
of the Buckeye
League. ·
A number of ball players are
on . the football squad, now engaged in Spring practice and will
probably report for ·baseball Jin
about three weeks.
Comello voiced the opm1on
that if he cciuld find a !.ew pitchers, his main trouble at the m-0ment, . he . could probably . go
through the se'asori undefeated.

HAL RITZIE.
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By Mart Ankenbruck

WE WOULD ADVOCATE • . • Jan active component sport to the
Among the fine athletic facul- athletic program.
ties at Xavier University are
* * *
their tennis courts. However, IT'S ABOUT TIME .
these courts are not used to a
Well, it's about time - about
great extent, even when the ten- time for us to be hearing somenis season is in fu~l. swing. This thing of a new Ohio Valley Constarted us wondermg as to w~y ference-as we predicted at the
the Musketeers, who excel: m Iend of last year's grid season. It
sports to a great degree, failed probably won't be long now, for
to even give a thought of <level- there seems to be an increasing
oping a tennis squad in th«: last murmur on the subject throughfew years. As we mentioned out the state at the various colonce before there is a g<?od ma- leges which are inte:rested in the
terial at Xavier for a net squad new would-be conferenc.e. Clem
and we see no reaso~ why it Crowe, Xav.ier's athletic mentor,
should not be. taken advantag~ some people believe, could give
of. The Muskies possess a gol. an informative factual statement
squad which have regular illum- if he wished to the fact that
inations at the beginning of the definite plans' are now in operseason - so why not issue 3 ation, and that __finishing touches
call for all tennis aspirants and need only to be applied as to the
have illumnations in this sport. complete organization. Who will
Although games can easily be be the members of the assemscheduled with other Universi- blage when fully shaped? Some
ties and colleges. this would be are saying that Toledo, Miami,
the hardest part of launching a Dayton, Ohio U., Ohio Wesleyan,
Xavier tennis aggregation into Marshall and Western Reserve
are pretty sure bets.

Rees Leads
Marl~smen

To

Close Win
Margin Is
Seven Points
By the very close margin of
seven points the Xavier University .Pistol Team took revenge
on the Eastern State 'feachers
Unit. Firing shoulder to shoulder on the Richmond School's
range, the team rolled an aggregate score of 1,256 to their opponents 1,249. Top honors were
taken by the usually dependable
Jim Rees, who bulls-eyed a 276.
Leaving early Friday afternoon in two reconaissance trucks
with the Coach, Sergeant Kenneth c. Fleteher, and Sergeant
Kosinski and Private Reavus
M ays as overseers, th e team Consisting of w. Everett, c. w. King,
R. Oker, R. Rae k , L . R ack , J .
Rees, c. Tillman, J. Schuh, P.
Siegel, and R. Wiegand reached
Richmond late in the afternoon
and were registered in the Glyndon Hotel.
The Kentucky team, beaten
twice by th~ men of Xavier last
year, rebounded with a victory
when shooting at the Field House
Range. With the recent win of
Xavier, however, a safe margin
has been reached.
Sergeant Fletcher was pleased
not only with the firing work of
the team, but with the tribute·
paid to the men by Captain W.
W. Ford, Assistant P. M. S. and
T., at the Kentucky College:
. "Xavier cadets impressed me
very favorably on their, excellent
and eage_r attitude."
Double·featuring, the team
beat .. the St.- Bonaventure 11quad
earlier Saturday.

•

*

ROOMOURS - OF A
CATEGORICAL CLIQUE
In recent developments of a
squabble which ended adverse
to a certain collegiate columnist
in a city university as to.the authenticity of his statement of,
"the real reason," why one prom·
inent school of the city did not
engage in athletic contests with
the other, we have heard that
it has been hushed up and nothing is supposed to be said about
it again. Well we aren'.t exactly
a recluse, but we do believe in
freedom of the .press (also college·
publications); and in the above
case this freedom was curtailed.
That evening a city publication
had a nice little article on the
said subject which wasn't pleasing in s_ome circles, to say the
least. So to reta'liate, a spokesman of that faction said he
would have an article on the affair, in the same city publication, at a certain date - we did
not see any such article in that
journal at that date. Thj.s leaves
us in a quandary, and unanswered are these questions: Why· did
not, a retaliation appear in the
city publication on the set date?
Why was the ·collegiate writers'
cohimn "cut" in the first place
if he was only stating facts,
which we assume he was since
there appeared no refutation on
the city paper? Why do we not
hear any more of the affair from
the writer himself? Could it lbe
that: there was no. explanatory
answer suitable for printing,
that woUldn't be damaging to
the cause of the persons responsible for the cut; it couldn't be
that a little mob Jtght of many
years ago, be a sufficient reason'
for the cut; or could it be that
the writer is coerced to conform to the farce. We wonder
and theorize, but still terminate.
our thoughts with an· unsatisfied
feeling of a. dilemma. Maybe,
there is an answer, who can tell.

,

Propose Change
.For Booklovers'
Constitution
The members of the Booklov.ers Association will hold their
March meeting next Wednesday
afternoon, March 15, from two
'til four o'clock in the Biology
Building lobby.
The board of directors will
present •an amendment to the
Constl. tuti'on regarding •he elec"
ti. on of offi'cers. Voting on the
amendment W ill take place at
the Aprl·1 meeting.
The Speake r whose address is
to follo"' the regular business is
..
the Rev. Leo A. Hogue, S. J.,
rofessor
of religion, who will
P
.
speak on his recollection of h is
visit
to Ireland.program of solos
A musical
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Post Time Of
KEYS PRESENTED
Advance Course Puts
· TO GERMAN
Pa t no Der b y
Attention On "Trainers" I s A w a i t e d I
Public Demonstration To Be
Given By Frosh

Within two weeks the Advanced Course students will begin to put into practice what
they have been learning for the·
past two years about the laying
and firing of the Frenc h 75mm.
gun, M189 7. Th ey w1·11 , h owever,
not fire the 1arge cannon, b u t
. ld A r t'll
will use . t h e F ie
i ery
. h h as b een apTrainer M2 , w h ic
· ·
proved as the standard trammg
device for the Field Artillery.
The trainer is a miniature
·
gun, mounted on a miniature
·
carriage, contaming all t h e ch art · t'
rvice weapon
0f
and group singing and a Irish
ens ics traversmg,
a s7
· ·
t- ac
including
e 1evatmg,
·jig will commemorate the mee
h ·
ing's proximity to St. Patrick's and angle of site mec amsms,
and mounts the panoramic sight.
day.
.22 Propellant
Using a caliber .22 blank cartridge as a propellant, and a 1
inch steel ball as its projectile, a
range of 90 yards is practicable,
and the range scale is graduated
to this distance, based on 1/100
of the range of the 75mm gun,
(Continued from Page 4)
M1807. Four Trainers constiRelay teams, representing class- tute a battery.
es, were also suggested.
The projectile is a 1 inch polWith the idea that the co-op- ished steel ball, weighing ap· eration of all the students is ab- proximately 1024 ,gra~ns, three
solutely necessary if any extensive program is to be attempted
the Sports Staff ,will ask the
Student Council for its support
and in return will render support to the council.

Sports Staff
To Promote
lntramurals

hundred of. these balls are initially issued with each trainer.
The propellant is ordinary
commercial black powder, caliber .22 blank cartridge, and is
designed primarily to produce
loudness of repor~, coupled with
volume of smoke.
Experiment Friday
.
For those who wish to view
the trainers, the Military De.h
partment will experiment wit
the small guns on Friday morning at 9:00. Tests will be conducted to determine whether or
not the trainers are suitable to
be mounted on . the barrels of
the large 75mm guns.
As announced by Capt. George
E. Wrockloff, a~sistant professor
of mi'li'tar·y sc1'ence and tact1'cs, a
demonstration on the trainers
will be given this spring by one
of the freshman gun sections,
before a large group of high
school students. The section to
give the demonstration has not
yet been determined.

Masque Society
Chooses ·scene
For Production

(Continued from Page 1)
affiliates. Main point -O!f the campaign ,will be .con<:entration on
the .Student Lounge as a goal.
Student Council .committeemen, appointed at iMonday's session, are ·conferring with !Masque
Society representatives to arrive
It was learned last week .in a at the /best methods,of cooperacommunication from its American tion .between the two origanizapress ·bureau that Pax Romana, tions.
the intemati<>nal Catholic student organization, will hold a
w"Drld .congress in New York 47 Colleges Plan
from 1Septemiber 2nd to 9th. The
Refugee Scholarships
congress iproiper will ;be preceded by a study session at the CathAbout forty-seven c 0 11 e g e s
olic University in Washington.
throughout the country are makPax Romana is not a .peace or- ing plans for providing scholarganizati"On.
Its name was in- ships and living expenses for·Euspired by the motto of the >Qath- ropean refugee students. This
olic Church which was also the was announced by the Intercolmotto of the late Holy Father:- legiate committee to aid student
P.ax Christi in ~egno Christi. Its. refugees. They,. however, ·are
arm, therefor7, ~ to .spr~ad the making their selections from onpeace ·?f Christ ~n t~e -kmgdoi_n ly the highest' type students, esof Christ iby servmg m all poss1- pecially those of exceptional acble 1ways all the Catholic students ademic records.
of the world. P,ax Romana now
serves 45 Catholic university fedClub Hears
erations which ·represent 32 dif- Low
ferent nationalities of Emope,
P,rison Story
Asia, North, South, and Central
America. It acts as a· link joinWhile the boys of the st. Ives
ing together the student ifederaLaw Club were recently visiting
tions of different countries, as a
San Quentin Prison, they heard!
clearing house rec;eiving and disa typical pen tale, the story of
tributing information.
the convict who found a skunk
Pax Romana is a corufederation. and wanted to keep him in his
That is to say, individual students cell as a pet. Hearing his plea,
may not join it, nw .can individ- the warden queried, "What about
ual colleges.
Only student and the smell?"
alumni federations .can join it.
To which the convict happily
For example, in this ·country the returned: "Oh, he'll get used to
National !Federation · o:f Catholic it. I did."
College Students, the Catholic
Student Peace Federation, the
National Catholic Alumni FederThe Oddest Program
ation, the Theta Kaippa Phi FraOn The Air
ternity, and' the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League are affiliated'
to the mother confederation.

Pax Romana Will
Convene In U. ··S.
For ''39 Conclave

Council Cooperation
With the idea that the co-operation of all the students is absolutely necessary if any extensive program is to be at~empted
the Sports Staff will ask the
Student Council for its support
and in return will render support to the council.
Members of the Sports Staff
are Ed Willenborg, Hal Ritzie,
Bob Cahill, Mart Ankenbruck,
and Brian Flanagan.

Sixteen Talks
Scheduled For
Lecture Club
Dante Club activities are due
to ipick up this month, with six
teen lectures already scheduled,
announced Donald G. Middendorf, the newly elected president.
All the lectures are going to be
revised with the addition oif a
consi:derable nurqlber of slides, he
further stated.
onight, starting the first of a
series of: eight lectili'es under the
auspices ·of the Feruwick, fille
Dante Club presents 'l'he Jesuit
Martyrs of North America. The
lecture will ·be presented at 8: 30
il'I the Fenwcik lounge. William
J. Roll, Mid'dendorf and Philip K
Horrigan will ibe the lecturers.
Tuesday night at LeBlonde
AudtOrium, William J. Clark,
Fx·an:k X. Burke, Raymond J.
Wilson presented· the Divine
Oomedie.
This was the :rst of
a similar series of eight lectures
under the spons"Ors'hLp of the
Catholic Women's Club.

JORDA1N

TR~CKSTER

. . As a freshman in an indoor
. track meet in the Xavier:.. fieldhoWj_e between classes consisting
'of five events on Feb. 21. in 1931,
Kenny Jordan, freshman basketball eoach and Crowe's assistant
in football, won the 50-yd. dash
and broad jump, ~pd . to· top it
/• all took 5eC0tld honors in the
high jump.
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The PLAYBOX
807 Race St.

Laying down a· ti1adition for
its members, the German Club
presented .gold keys to its members at the regularly scheduled
meeting at the Fenwick Monday.
Donald G. Middendorf, president
of the club, announced he would
appoint a committee to arrange
the annual Heidelb!frg Banquet
in May.
W. J. Ste1n and Middendorf volunteered to prepare
articles to .be read at the next
meeting. Stein will speak on
modern news items and literary
facts of Germany.
Middend"Or·f
was assigned "Ger.man Culture".
Th~ whole club will then read
and comment 'On the famous
German poem "Am Alten Heidelberg."

(Continued from Page 1)
ders.
The Patna Derby Prizes and
the additional class prizes have
bee~ procured at no small cost.
They, combined with the acute
needs of the Jesuits in India
make absolutely essential the
unselfish cooperation of the entire student body. See your
class representatives for your
books. They are J. L. Lemkhul,
P. A. Burkhurdt, J. W. Willet,
J. G. Sheehan, E. J. Mistler, M.
J. Tepe, D. G. Middendorf.
Fr. J. H. Killian recently explained the severe handicap under which the Jesuits in India
are working. Not only the caste
More than 2,000 people danced
system, but the great material at the Cornell University junior
needs of the society retards the
mission work. "India which is p_r_o_m_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
little more than half the size of
Sundays in Lent
the United States has a popula- •
tion of over 380 million and of
Come To
these only one person out of
CINCINNATI'S
every two thousand is able to
Own
read or write," he stated.

PASSION

The Northern Review of Ohio
. University recently published a
suggestion to disband the Ohio
conference and form new leagues
since "the conference is too decentralized and too unweildy for
effectiveness."

PLAY
At

ST_.·.J'OHN'S
AUDITORIUM
Green & Republic Sts.
Reservations Call CHerry 9342

"The G1·eatest Living Man of Lettel's"

Thomas Mann
PRIZE

NOBEL

WINNER

will speak on

"The Coming Victory

Democracy

Of

II

EMERY AUDITORIUM
Monday, Mal'ch 13, 1939, at 8:15 P •. M.
RESERVED SEATS AVAILABLE AT:

J'ohn Kidd & Son, 19 E. Fourth Street
Isaac M. Wise Center, Reading Road at N. Crescent

---------~----------,
A man's personal financial aft'airs, as
well as those of his business, are often
just as good as the bank he deals with.
Seventy-five years of service and a long
record of satisfied customers is our best
proof of the facilities of this institution.

Established 1863

United States Government Charter No. 32

GUESS 'N GIGGLE
WCPO

Dlal
UGO

7:Hip.m.

Second National Bank

Monday thrt1 Friday

Spirochete
"The Great Killer"
HBLD OVER, THIRD WBBK
Last Three Performances:
Friday and Saturday, 8 :30 P. M.
Matinee Saturday, 2 :30 P. M.

Adnilssioa 35c -

FENTONS

CLUB

55c

A II S1ab R eserr1etl
Phone Cherry 7052

.. .............................

Programs originate in Fenton
Stores. Your neighbors, friends
and relatives participate. The
store programs qre put on a
record and broadcast the next
evening at 7 :IS p. m. So every
one participating .hears his own
voice.

Main at Ninth Street
CLIF.rON BRANCH
308 Ludlow Avenue

CARTHAGE BRANCH
71,04 Vine Street

AVONDALE BRANCH
Burnet and Roekdale

HYDE PARK BRANCH
211'7 Erle Avenue
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was in town last year) summon
out the files of baffled critics. In
the face of extensive acute paralysis, so they say, farce-startClarion calls summon all lov-. ling as a Corrigan reverse, they
ers of the constitution and "true bloom, twelfth hour (sic) RusDemocrats" to the Emery Audi- sian symphonic in spectacle, the
Playbox feature sweeps (no less)
audiences of scapel-wielders, footligh t ha b d t u e s, aestheticians,
archivists, parlor pinks and bohemians.

Mann Tilts
For "De1nocracy"

Two

conscious of the city.
The Luenen Play, showing at
the Cox, is considered the finest
of the professional performances
and has a history reaching to
1242. The Play presented under
the Franciscans 'at St. John's
Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, running in its twentysecond year has been acclaimed
throughout this part of the country as outstanding in the amateur field.

For Things of Better LivingRead NEWS Advertisements.

Passion

P:::•:.:~:::.,,

Cafh01.IC Len d"mg L"bI rary

get that one of the obvious and
outstanding effects of the World
War has been the genera 1
Old St. Louis Clwrch
strengthening of the Catholic
DH Walnut Street
"
position and the increased pow- Are You Reading the Best
er of the Church. Such power t'- L
C h I' B k '
comes at a crucial time. Seeing ~u_ _a_t_e_s_t__a_t_o_•c
__o_o_s_•...:
the present condition of European states (as in THE OATHOLIC CHURCH IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPE edited by
Peter Guilday), the task confronting Cardinal Pacelli now
Pius XII may be more readily
understood.

two p1'y;

I N0RW00D

l._ __B_o_ok_B_ri_ef_s_ _

ROLLER

based on the Passion of Christ.
Reading so much of autocratic
Both are of eminent attraction repression in Russia, Germany
to the art conscious and religion and Spain, one is inclined to for-

RI NK

One of the LAH.GEST RINKS IN THE WORLD
Tel. JE. 7173
Special Rates To Parties
NORWOOD, OHIO

THOMAS MANN

torium Monday night, where
Thomas Mann will excoriate on
the downfall of Negrin and speak
on the "Coming Victory of Democracy."
The whole literate world has
been stirred up in -a conflict that
reaches its bursting point in
central Europe. Not everyone
assumes to understand all its
ramifications. Some, however,
draw the lines fast and divide
mankind into two camps, the
Fascists and the Democrats. Of
all those who speak unequivocally for "Democracy," if any
are to be heard with some reason and credibility, it is Thomas
Mann. The dervish sheets of
angry pacifists call Mann "the
greatest living man of letters";
Catholic papers consider him a
front for all the vicious propaganda interests of Loyalist Spain
and Socialist France, and they
call him a .italking horse in a
self-opinionated coma.
According to reports flying
between airpockets of the country's secular universities civilization must be defended against
"Fascist" Bund meetings and
Dies "Fascist" inquisitions, and
the liberal-minded must be educated to their perils from the
lips of men like this "peer of
Dante and Balzac" and idol of
Dorothy Thompson and Fernando Del Los Rios.

• ••

Federal Theater
Confounds the Captious
Spirochete, rushing the Playbox for a third week, continues
to draw encomiums from the
'daily press. .,
Skeletal and elegance-barren
essays in t w en t i e th century
drama (like Julius Ceasar which

[3,:;:ftJ

Chesterfields get the call from more and more
smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.
The perfect combination of Chesterfield,s
mild ripe American and aromatic Turk·
ish tobaccos .•• the can't-be-copied blend
••. makes Chester.field the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure~

;'l:l~h!~1 !1~t~~

~~
ORIGINAL LUENEN

PASSION PLAY
World's Oldest-First Time Here
With Joseph Meier As Chrlstus
Large Cast-Spoken In English
NIGHTS end SUNDAY MATINEE

$L70, $1.13, 85c, 1>7o
STUDENT l\IATINEES--FBI.-SAT,
Students 21!e, Adults 40e, Bes, Ue
BOX OFFICE OPENS Tc;>MOD.ROW

I

.

When you try them you will
know why Chestemelds give more
smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY
~

SPRING EDITIONS IN
TRA,NSPORTATION - SEE

)

:

i•.

•,'

JOHNNIE BOCK

.••• the blend .that can't be copied
••• ·Q HAPPY C'?MBINATION of .the
·riJorld's best cigq.rette. t~b~cos ·

NORWOOD AUTO SALES
GO:ll MEI. 44~

•

\'

For Amusement Suggestions-
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